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The following success stories showcase Oracle E-Business Suite customers who 

used the upgrade project as an opportunity to standardize and consolidate onto a 

single, global enterprise system to support future growth, lower costs and improve 

performance.  

With an improved user experience, many new products and thousands of cross-

industry capabilities spanning enterprise resource planning, human capital 

management, customer relationship management, and supply chain planning, our 

most current release helps customers manage the complexities of global business 

environments no matter if the organization is small, medium or large in size.  As part 

of Oracle’s Applications Unlimited strategy, Oracle E-Business Suite applications will 

continue to be enhanced, thus protecting and extending the value of your software 

investment.

We hope you find this representative sample of customer success stories valuable as 

you evaluate and plan your upgrade.
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Datacard Group Upgrades ERP System for New 
Features and Future Scaling

Challenges

“Upgrading to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1.1 enabled us to protect our 
investment, access Oracle Premier Support, and gain a roadmap to implement new 
functionality to support our business.”  
 –– Chadd Fowble, Project Manager, Datacard Group

Datacard Group’s portfolio of solutions, backed by expert service and support, enable card 
and secure identification programs for financial, government, and other markets. 
Organizations worldwide use the company’s secure ID and card personalization solutions to 
issue millions of financial cards and identification documents each day.

 • Upgrade to the latest version of Oracle E-Business Suite across 40 applications worldwide 
to leverage new features, streamline integration with other applications, and maintain 
support

 • Enable real-time data access and streamline processes involved in building custom 
identification solutions and billing for services

 • Complete the implementation in house with minimum external resources, on time and 
within budget

Solutions

 • Implemented Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1.1 in one global instance to take 
advantage of Oracle Premier Support, as well as to set the roadmap for new functionality

 • Enabled Datacard to more easily integrate its Oracle E-Business Suite applications with 
other Oracle and third-party applications

 • Used Oracle Configurator and Oracle Projects to build complex, customized ID card and 
personalization solutions, track project progress, and add service components

 • Used Oracle Financials to provide real-time access to expenses across operations in the 
U.S., Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea, the 
United Kingdom, France, Germany, and Spain

 • Maintained the company’s three-day financial close process immediately following the 
upgrade

 • Enabled Datacard to close a sale in one country and build the product in another—while 
streamlining all financial transactions behind the scenes for improved customer service

 • Worked with internal subject matter experts across financials, customer relationship 
management, supply chain, order management, and human resources to ensure a smooth 
global upgrade and on-time go-live in just nine months

 • Leveraged Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1.1 to minimize system customizations

Oracle Customer:

Datacard Group

Minnetonka, Minnesota

www.datacard.com

Industry: 
High Technology

Employees:  
1,300

Oracle Products & Services:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Release 

12.1.1

• Oracle Financials

• Oracle Advanced Pricing

• Oracle Projects

• Oracle Project Costing

• Oracle Configurator

• Oracle Manufacturing

• Oracle Order Management

• Oracle Inventory Management

• Oracle iProcurement

• Oracle Purchasing

• Oracle iSupplier Portal

• Oracle Internet Expenses

• Oracle Service

• Oracle Contracts

• Oracle Time and Labor

• Oracle Human Resources 

     Management System

DATACARD GROUP
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Dongjin Semichem Co., Ltd Saves More Than 
US$850,000 in Operating Costs, Gains Integrated, 
Global Platform for Business Expansion

“Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 is an integrated, cost-effective, and flexible 
system that will support our plan to become a global leader in the fine chemical 
industry.”  
 –– Bae Byung-Gon, Executive Managing Director, President Office, Dongjin 
Semichem Co., Ltd

Established in 1967, Dongjin Semichem Co., Ltd manufactures semiconductors, foaming 
agents, and electronic materials for flat panel displays. Dongjin Semichem is the only 
company in Korea that specializes in manufacturing electronic materials and is a leader in 
the global industry due to its technical expertise. The company has strengthened Korea’s 
competiveness by localizing core technologies in the field of electronics and exporting goods 
to the rest of the world.

Dongjin Semichem plans to expand into new areas by developing materials for alternative 
energy sources, such as fuel cells and solar batteries. As a result, it realized a need to upgrade 
to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 to meet International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) and to consolidate various applications on a single global instance across the organization.

Challenges

 • Integrate financial transaction data generated by four offices and three manufacturing 
plants in Korea and overseas facilities in China, Indonesia, and Taiwan to comply with new 
IFRS

 • Deploy an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system to support plans to develop 
alternative energy products, such as fuel cells and solar batteries, to increase revenue

 • Fulfill the company’s vision to speed up business processes and strengthen its overseas 
operations

 • Provide a single, global ERP system, so users in local and overseas manufacturing plants 
can compile and monitor financial, purchasing, manufacturing, and shipment data in real 
time, rather than collecting information from separate systems

 • Reduce monthly accounting work by eliminating manual entry of purchase and sales 
orders, also lowering the risk of human error

 • Remove the need for supervisors to manually check and stamp each electronic financial 
statement, reducing the risk that statements will be lost during the delivery from branch 
offices to headquarters

 • Eliminate staff having to compile branches’ financial data, so this information can be 
accessed quickly for executive decision-making

Solutions

 • Saved US$879,434 (KRW1 billion) in annual operating costs, such as for maintaining 
hardware and software, by providing a single global information management system that 
enables staff to access financial and business data in real time

Oracle Customer:

Dongjin Semichem Co., Ltd

Seoul, Korea 

www.dongjin.com

Industry: 
Industrial Manufacturing

Annual Revenue: 
US$500 Million to US$1 Billion

Oracle Products & Services:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12

• Oracle Financial Management

• Oracle Discrete Manufacturing

• Oracle Order Management

• Oracle Project Costing

• Oracle Internet Expenses

Oracle Partner:

Built1

www.built1.com

DONGJIN SEMICHEM CO., LTD
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Why Oracle

Dongjin Semichem began using Oracle E-Business Suite at its Seoul headquarters in 2001. 
It has since rolled out the system to its offices and plants in China, Indonesia, and Taiwan.

 “Oracle E-Business Suite is an integrated system with an intuitive and flexible interface, so 
we didn’t hesitate to upgrade to the latest version to meet new regulations and prepare for 
further growth,” said Bae Byung-Gon, executive managing director, president office, 
Dongjin Semichem Co., Ltd.

 • Reduced the time to settle monthly accounts for the whole group from 14 days to 7 days 
using an electronic statement system

 • Encouraged account transactions to be settled faster by requiring receipt of payment to be 
issued within three days

 • Complied with IFRS for Korea by designing an integrated chart of accounts, ensuring 
logbooks conform with requirements and establishing a consolidated disclosure system 
that enabled releasing timely financial statements

 • Expected to increase total annual revenue to more than US$879 million (KRW1 trillion) 
by 2013

 • Allowed executives to access data, such as production and sales in real time, using a global 
executive information system, which enhanced the decision-making process by facilitating 
faster responses to the changing business environment

 • Improved job satisfaction for plant staff in China, Indonesia, and Taiwan by providing a 
globally integrated ERP system that supports multiple languages

 • Enabled headquarters to check overseas plants’ financial data in real time, without 
additional processing or reporting, by automatically converting purchasing and sales-
related data from a foreign currency to South Korean won

 • Improved business processes by automatically linking a purchase order with a sales order 
from each branch and providing indicators for daily account settlements

 • Saved time by implementing an electronic approval system that makes it easier for 
executives to authorize purchases, such as raw materials

 • Reduced the time for receiving statements from each branch and the risk of data errors 
caused by loss of financial statements that occurred with the previous manual process

 • Increased profitability and improved cost management by more accurately calculating the 
differences between standard and actual costs of raw materials

 • Improved customer satisfaction by upgrading manufacturing execution, quality control, 
and barcode systems to create an integrated quality management platform that monitors 
purchase, production, and shipment processes in real time

DONGJIN SEMICHEM CO., LTD
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In 2009, Dongjin Semichem decided to upgrade the system to Oracle E-Business Suite 
Release 12, following analysis of the company’s existing business environment, challenges, 
and requirements. 

The company initially deployed Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 at its Seoul headquarters 
in October 2010. The system was then rolled out at the Dongjin Display Material division 
and plants in China and Taiwan.

Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12 will be implemented at plants in China and Indonesia 
by August 2012.

Implementation Process

Advice from Dongjin Semichem

 • Analyze the existing business environment, challenges, and requirements before 
implementing the system to drive the project plan, and maximize the benefits gained from 
the solution

 • Set a corporate vision and mid- to long-term goals, which can be incorporated into the 
implementation process, so the system reflects business values

DONGJIN SEMICHEM CO., LTD
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Fruit of the Loom Supports Growth with  
Enhanced Functionalities by Upgrading Financial 
and Operational Management System

“Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 has really enabled us to take advantage of 
new functionalities that will directly support business growth, such as electronic 
payment methods and bank reconciliation. The upgrade to the latest release greatly 
increased the Oracle footprint throughout the organization, ensuring we reap the 
benefits of using a single system, enterprisewide.”  
 –– Sean Ownbey, Director, Oracle ERP, Fruit of the Loom

Fruit of the Loom is a leading international, vertically-integrated basic apparel and athletic 
goods company, emphasizing branded products for consumers of all ages. Comprised of 
several subsidiaries—including Russell Brands, LLC and Vanity Fair Brands, LP—the 
company is one of the world’s largest manufacturers and marketers of underwear, intimate 
apparel, casual wear, athletic apparel, athletic uniforms, and sporting goods. The Fruit of the 
Loom companies sell products under a number of international brands, including Fruit of 
the Loom, Vanity Fair, Russell Athletic, and Spalding.

The company has a strong focus on growth and building an expanded market presence. To 
support these initiatives, several large acquisitions were made covering North America and 
Europe. As such, Fruit of the Loom is consolidating many disparate enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) systems to gain an enterprise view of all brands, with a best practices 
approach, and to facilitate ongoing growth.

Fruit of the Loom had used Oracle solutions for nearly 15 years, and was running an existing 
release of Oracle E-Business Suite to manage the financials of its various brands. In April 
2012, the company upgraded to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 for increased visibility 
into corporate financial and accounting functions, greater flexibility, and stronger 
functionality.

By upgrading to the Oracle E-Business Suite 12.1, Fruit of the Loom streamlined its 
financial reporting, increased flexibility by creating a centralized location for business 
information, and reduced its reliance on manually intensive processes. New functionality in 
Oracle Subledger Accounting, part of Oracle E-Business Suite Financials, will enable Fruit 
of the Loom to centralize and enforce consistent accounting processes, while also supporting 
compliance with multiple accounting standards, such as the International Financial 
Reporting Standards and U.S. GAAP.  

With the upgrade, Fruit of the Loom also streamlined the accounts payable function across 
the enterprise. Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 supports multiple payment process 
types, such as wire, check, electronic data interchange, and automated clearing house and 
delivered the ability to provide vendors with electronic remittances. Additionally, Oracle 
E-Business Tax will help Fruit of the Loom automate its sales and use tax calculations by 
providing a platform for integration with a tax engine. With these new functionalities, Fruit 
of the Loom will be able to greatly streamline invoice entry to drive process efficiencies. The 
company currently manages 90% of all invoicing through Oracle E-Business Suite to 
support its domestic business.

Oracle Customer:

Fruit of the Loom

Bowling Green, Kentucky 

www.fruit.com

Industry: 
Consumer Goods

Oracle Products & Services:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1

• Oracle Financials

• Oracle Inventory

• Oracle Hyperion Enterprise 

FRUIT OF THE LOOM
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As Fruit of the Loom continues to work with a more global, complex network of vendors, 
the upgraded release supports enhanced supplier maintenance, enabling the company to store 
and track vendor information, share it between other Oracle E-Business Suite modules, and 
enable internal users to access this data—such as name, address, and location— to support 
additional business functions, such as marketing and sales.

Overall, the upgrade to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 is paving the way for Fruit of 
the Loom to plan and implement more advanced operating and financial processes—such as 
order to cash and procure to pay—as a result of the more streamlined management of 
baseline processes. Additionally, with an enterprise view of finance and accounting functions 
across all brands, the company can focus on growth, increased profitability, and expanding its 
presence in the market at a global level.

Fruit of the Loom began to assess IT systems in June 2011, ten months prior to the go-live 
date. A group of internal experts developed an implementation plan that identified key 
performance metrics, process-based configurations, and milestones to hit throughout the 
implementation. The group worked with accounting and finance teams to ensure all 
information was captured, transferred, and tested as accurately as possible in the new system, 
and then configured the system correctly to ensure key workflows and functions were set up 
appropriately—running more than 1,800 tests prior to go-live.

On the day of the go-live, users performed transactions to ensure processes were working 
correctly. The company also offered training during this time. Throughout the go-live week, 
the implementation team was on standby to address any issues, answer user questions, and 
build additional reports and functionality changes as needed. Fruit of the Loom’s go-live 
process worked as planned with few surprises. The Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 
upgrade was one of the smoothest that the company experienced. The only issues we faced 
were the few areas that the 1,800 test scripts did not specifically address.

Implementation Process

FRUIT OF THE LOOM
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Hologic, Inc. Supports Growing Women’s Health 
Company with Upgraded Business Systems

Challenges and Solutions

“Oracle has been a key partner to Hologic as we have grown and expanded 
internationally, and Oracle E-Business Suite plays a vital role as the foundation of 
our operations, helping us save women’s lives every day.”  
 –– Paul Malenchini, Vice President, Enterprise Applications and Program 
Management, Hologic, Inc.

Hologic, Inc. is a leading developer, manufacturer, and supplier of premium diagnostic 
products, medical imaging systems, and surgical products for women’s health. It is a market 
leader in mammography and breast biopsy, breast magnetic resonance imaging, radiation 
treatment for early-stage breast cancer, cervical cancer screening, treatment for menorrhagia 
and uterine fibroids, permanent contraception, osteoporosis assessment, preterm birth risk 
assessment, mini C-arm for extremity imaging, and molecular diagnostic products, 
including human papillomavirus (HPV) testing.

With operations in more than 10 countries, including the United Kingdom, Costa Rica, and 
China, and more than a dozen locations across the United States, Hologic manages a 
complex network of business operations. Also, as a medical product and equipment 
manufacturer, it must comply with U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations 
as well as those of corresponding regulatory agencies in other countries. 

Hologic runs its business on Oracle applications, including Oracle E-Business Suite Release. 
The company’s original deployment in 2002 was upgraded several times providing the 
critical scalability to support the company’s active acquisition and robust growth, which 
over eight-year period saw it grow from a US$150 million company to a US$1.8 billion 
enterprise. Oracle’s flexible applications and a proven process that Hologic’s IT team 
developed for quickly integrating new companies were instrumental in helping the 
organization manage and make the most of its rapid growth. 

Hologic wanted to continue to optimize its business processes and get the most from its 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) environment, so it initiated an upgrade to Oracle 
E-Business Suite Release 12.1. 

 “We wanted to close the books faster. We wanted to take more orders without adding more 
order takers. All of these efficiencies rely on the stability of Oracle E-Business Suite,” said 
Paul Malenchini, VP of Applications and Program Management, Hologic, Inc.

 “Oracle E-Business Suite is part of our enterprise applications foundation and we consider it 
to be an enabling system,” said Dave Rudzinsky, senior vice president and chief information 
officer., Hologic, Inc. “The upgrade to Release 12.1 would give us an opportunity to go back 
and fine tune business processes. We could look for business value and explore how we can 
help the company to achieve its goal of making better quality and more innovative technologies 
for women’s health. We could find ways to help drive revenue while reducing costs.”

The company also wanted to benefit from new features, including expanded capability for 
sub-ledger accounting, improved productivity in order management, thanks to a simplified user 
interface, and enhanced tools for recruiters and managers in Oracle iRecruitment.

Oracle Customer:

Hologic, Inc.

Bedford, Massachusetts

www.hologic.com

Industry: 
Industrial Manufacturing

Annual Revenue: 
US$1 to US$5 Billion

Employees:  
5,000

Oracle Products & Services:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1

• Oracle Financials

• Oracle Manufacturing

• Oracle Order Management

• Oracle Shipping Execution

• Oracle Purchasing

• Oracle Procurement

• Oracle iSupplier Portal

• Oracle Service

• Oracle Quality

• Oracle Human Resources

• Oracle Learning Management

• Oracle Performance Management

• Oracle iRecruitment

• Oracle Compensation Workbench

• Oracle Consulting

Oracle Partner:

Data Intensity 

www.dataintensity.com

Apps Associates 

www.appsassociates.com

HOLOGIC, INC.
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Also, the Oracle E-Business Suite version Hologic was using was no longer supported and 
would eventually result in more costly support fees. Lastly, Hologic believed the upgrade 
would improve its ability to integrate other applications and help move it toward Oracle 
Fusion applications, according to Rudzinsky.

To achieve these goals, Hologic upgraded to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1, while 
simultaneously upgrading its Agile applications. Hologic runs a single global instance of 
Oracle E-Business Suite and, rather than roll out the upgrade one country at a time, it chose 
a “big bang” upgrade.

The global upgrade took less than six months from initial planning to go-live. Today, more 
than 1,000 business users regularly access the system, with 100 to 150 super users across five 
lines of business using it heavily, and several thousand self-service users accessing it 
occasionally for tasks, such as submitting procurement requests or retrieving employee 
benefits information.

Overall, the upgrade has improved usability and functionality. Hologic has benefited from 
greater efficiency across numerous business processes. For example, Hologic’s accounting 
office, which runs as a shared services center, achieved the desired five-day global account 
close at the end of the fiscal year, just two months after going live on the upgrade. 

During the implementation, Hologic also added a few new modules, including Oracle 
Performance Management, which integrates with existing human resources (HR) modules 
and gives the company a more comprehensive platform for efficiently managing employee 
performance measures and encouraging greater productivity.

Hologic managed the upgrade with an executive steering committee and a 100-person 
global core team, which included senior management from HR, order administration, 
contract administration, service, manufacturing supply chain, quality, shipping and 
distribution, and accounting and finance. The committee also included IT team 
representatives, including business analysts, applications technical analysts, and business 
intelligence-reporting analysts, plus a few global consultants. In Italy, Spain, and France, 
Hologic worked with Oracle Consulting to help localize the system and make adjustments 
to meet international statutory requirements. Weekly communication among team members 
was key to the implementation, which spanned more than 10 countries and many time 
zones. The team also kept other Hologic employees informed through regular e-mail 
updates and town-hall-style meetings.

 “Our motto throughout the implementation was no surprises, no delays. We fulfilled that 
promise and completed the upgrade on time. We were live at start of business on the 
scheduled day, and we have certainly had to iron out a few issues, but overall everything 
went smoothly,” Rudzinsky said.

Implementation Process

HOLOGIC, INC.
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In addition to Oracle Consulting, Hologic worked closely with its managed service 
providers, Oracle Partner Data Intensity and Oracle Partner Apps Associates, during the 
upgrade to develop its technical integration points and help with issues resolution and 
regression testing. 

Partner

HOLOGIC, INC.
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Munchkin Inc. Gives Its Line of Children’s  
Products Plenty of Room to Grow in an Upgraded 
Enterprise Application Environment

“By upgrading to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1, we have a highly scalable 
and robust enterprise application environment that will continue to grow along 
with our company. Our Oracle applications are true innovation enablers that will 
continue to help us transform the child-product space.”  
 –– Philippe Brisset, Senior Director of IT, Munchkin Inc.

A privately held, global company, Munchkin Inc. creates baby and toddler products that make 
life easier for today’s parents. Founded in 1991, Munchkin places great emphasis on innovation, 
redefining what baby products can achieve. The company has won more than 40 industry awards, 
including multiple wins of the coveted Target Corporation Partner Award of Excellence, the 
United Kingdom-based ASDA Stores partnership award, and the Toys “R” Us 2011 Vendor of 
the Year award. 

The company has grown rapidly, posting more than a 20% year-over-year increase in revenue for 
the last five years. During that time, it has expanded its product lines, markets, manufacturing 
operations, and retail partner base. Today, Munchkin manufacturers many of its products in Asia, 
counts the world’s leading retailers as its customers, operates numerous distribution centers 
around the world, and processes 90% of its orders via electronic data interchange (EDI). The 
company found that it required an upgraded enterprise resource planning system to meet 
emerging needs related to its increasingly global operations. 

Munchkin first deployed Oracle E-Business Suite in 2004 and upgraded to Oracle E-Business 
Suite Release 12.1 to benefit from new functionality, such as multiple-organization hierarchies, 
subledger accounting, and expanded intercompany transactional capabilities. It also wanted to 
remain current on support for its vital enterprise applications. Further, Munchkin looked to 
create an optimal environment for deploying Oracle’s Hyperion enterprise performance 
management applications and, later, Oracle Fusion Applications.

Today, the juvenile-product manufacturer is taking advantage of Oracle E-Business Suite Release 
12.1 to reduce customizations, further accelerate and enhance business process efficiency, improve 
warehouse management, and streamline financial management across the global company.

Challenges

 • Ensure that the global manufacturer’s enterprise applications can continue to support it as 
the company posts 20% year-over-year annual growth, enters new global markets, manages 
manufacturers worldwide, and grows relationships with large retailers, who increasingly 
require EDI transactions

 • Simplify back-office operations by eliminating complex and difficult-to-maintain 
customizations

 • Improve agility in serving retail customers and getting the company’s growing portfolio of 
children’s products to market

 • Ensure that the company remains on a current Oracle E-Business Suite release to avoid 
extended support costs

Oracle Customer:

Munchkin Inc.

North Hills, California 

www.munchkin.com

Industry: 
Consumer Goods

Annual Revenue: 
US$100 to US$500 Million

Employees:  
230

Oracle Products & Services:

• Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1

• Oracle Financials

• Oracle Order Management

• Oracle Purchasing

• Oracle Manufacturing

• Oracle Warehouse Management

• Oracle Hyperion Planning

Oracle Partner:

Hitachi Consulting

www.hitachiconsulting.com

MUNCHKIN INC.
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 • Upgraded to Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 to ensure that the company is on a 
widely-supported version of the enterprise applications on which it runs its global 
consumer product business, avoiding extended support costs

 • Benefitted from subledger accounting and multiple-organization functionality in Oracle 
Financials to gain a more granular view of US and international operations and more 
efficiently manage them in the system

 • Enabled the company to more easily manage multiple currencies, ledgers, and inventory 
locations–accelerating financial close processes

 • Expanded Munchkin’s use of radio-frequency devices for receiving and shipping–further 
streamlining warehouse operations and accuracy, as well as solidifying relationships with 
retail partners

 • Boosted productivity with the ability to locate and manage customer data more efficiently, 
thanks to improved interfaces and navigation

 • Improved ability to efficiently meet big-box retailer requirements related to EDI 
transactions

 • Reduced customizations, compared to the legacy environment, including the item master, 
and is on track to retire up to 50 major customizations, positioning the company to cut IT 
management burden and costs moving forward

 • Improved ability to efficiently manage complex information about customers and partners, 
including organizations, locations, and the network of hierarchical relationships among 
them, thanks to Oracle Trading Community Architecture

 • Retired a third-party application for producing purchase orders and bills, thanks to Oracle 
Business Intelligence Publisher–which is part of Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1–
reducing IT complexity and costs associated with licensing and maintaining the system

 • Improved ability to manage international operations and facilitate entry into new markets 
with multicurrency and multi-organizational capabilities, as well as Oracle E-Business 
Tax, which provides a turnkey infrastructure for transaction-tax knowledge management

 • Replaced multiple and very large budget spreadsheets that were difficult to manage and 
prone to document corruption and version-control issues for faster and more accurate 
planning, thanks to Oracle Hyperion Planning

 • Gained drill-down functionality for greater insight into budgets and planning, as well as 
enabled auditing capabilities–helping managers to identify when and who made updates 
and changes to planning documents and view the details associated with the changes

 • Ensured that the company’s planning system could integrate with Oracle E-Business Suite 
to improve data accuracy and avoid rekeying data

Solutions

MUNCHKIN INC.
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Why Oracle

Munchkin worked with Hitachi Consulting to plan and execute the upgrade, in conjunction 
with Munchkin’s hosting provider. The project, which involved upgrading a single instance 
of Oracle E-Business Suite across the company’s global operations, took approximately six 
months and came in on budget. Munchkin’s strategy was to use existing Oracle E-Business 
Suite 11i functionality in the Release 12 environment and take advantage of new features 
and functionality on an as-needed basis, without jeopardizing the go-live date.

Partner

 “As Hitachi Consulting is a member of the Oracle Partner Network, we selected the firm as 
our Oracle E-Business Suite Release 12.1 upgrade partner. The group has numerous Oracle 
specializations, and its Release 12 experience, technical expertise, staffing model, and 
understanding of our needs and expectations helped set the stage for us to continue reaping 
the benefits of our Oracle E-Business Suite investment for years to come,” said Philippe 
Brisset, senior director of IT, Munchkin Inc. 

MUNCHKIN INC.
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